COIMBATORE, INDIA

Edifying Education
. . . Global Leadership

Chairman's desk
'We must be the change we wish to see'. - Mahatma Gandhi
It is with great joy and sincere commitment to the community that the
SCAD group of institutions announces the launch of SCAD World School.
All of the SCAD institutions, true to the name of our mother organization
'Society For Change And Development', over the past 28 years, have
earned acclaim for our strong belief in education and our

deep

social

commitment. Today, we have expanded to 16 institutions with the sense
of the responsibility of giving the best service to the society.
SCAD World School is committed to providing a holistic learning
experience that will equip the new age learners with 21st century skills. It
is conceived and designed to deploy the best practices in education. It is a
unique institution and one of the best of its kind in the country. The 120acre campus that nestles in serene surroundings in Palladam, Coimbatore,
will impart the right education and principles that will nurture the
essential values in learners. This environment will make them critical and
creative thinkers with a lifelong passion to excel.
Our faculty is a carefully handpicked team from India and abroad, who
will provide an enriching and joyful experience of learning, caring and
sharing. The pastoral care system for both our residential and day
boarding students will be among the best.
SCAD World School invites you, as stake holders in the community, to be
our partners to embark together on this journey of success and to
facilitate the creation of global leaders.

Dr. Cletus Babu, PhD
Chairman, SCAD Group

Vision
SCAD World School aims to create and nurture a culture of excellence and
distinctiveness that inspires intellectual competitiveness, wholesome development,
spirit of enterprise, sustained inquiry and life-long learning skills, in a learnercentered and technology enabled environment of world class standards.

Mission
·

To provide a dynamic educational environment that helps children face the
demands and challenges of a competitive world

·

To inspire young minds to develop critical thinking and problem solving skills
with a life-long enthusiasm for inquiry and learning

·

To foster values of honesty, teamwork, leadership and social responsibility

·

To encourage students to draw inspiration from their ethos and culture and
broaden their horizons to embrace a world view

·

To offer a wide choice of national and international curriculum and credentials
that are widely accepted and acclaimed

·

To provide the atmosphere and equipment for the exploration of activities that
will help students nurture creativity and sharpen their intellect

·

To promote integration of global and local knowledge and skills by offering multi
disciplinary learning opportunities

Scad World School
Our belief:
·

To help children acquire the subject knowledge, skills and understandings
they need to become aware of themselves and the world around them.

·

To help children develop an international mindset alongside with an
ingrained and deep rooted sensitivity of their own nationality.

·

To do each of these in ways which take in to account up to date research in
to how children learn and how they can be encouraged to be lifelong
learners.

SCAD World School is a residential school located at Palladam, near Coimbatore,
on 120 acre eco-friendly campus with 300,000 square feet of built up space. It
provides for a 30% : 70% ratio between the built up area and open space. SCAD
World School is a part of the 500 acres SCAD Knowledge City.

The campus comprises of :
·

Administrative Block

·

Primary School

·

Middle School

·

Secondary School

·

Residential Blocks

·

Dining Hall

·

Skills for Life Centre

·

Meditation Centre

·

Auditorium

·

Playgrounds

·

Sports Areas

·

Swimming Pool

·

Horse Riding Grounds

Scad Group Legacy
SCAD, with 28 years of service as one of the leading educational groups in the
country, has produced

thousands

of

students

who are

successful

professionals and academicians with a difference. The need today is leaders
with strong character, people who are imbibed with the right values to take their
nations and the world to the highest level. SCAD institutions were founded with
the vision to develop such professionals who have a zeal for the growth of the
nation and are sensitised to the needs of the under privileged.

We at SCAD are determined and have the dedication to create global leaders in
every sphere of life.

Why Choose Scad World School?
Great Reasons for your child to be a part of SCAD World School
Small class numbers for bigger focus :
SCAD World School is a co-educational, residential (with day/week-boarding
facilities) school and the maximum strength when we grow to full strength (from
Nursery to Grade 12) will be 1500 students and 150 teachers. The maximum class
size would be 20 for Primary, Middle and High School. Our student to faculty ratio
would not exceed 10:1.
A blended curriculum :
At SCAD World School, our curriculum integrates the best of teaching approaches
from across the world. Children learn in a world-class study environment through
methodologies that are a combination of Western approaches to teaching, aimed
at ensuring clarity of concepts, and the Indian methodology of practice driven
towards perfection.
Strengthening our society :
One of the core aspects of our Vision, is our 'Community and Social Responsibility'
program across all grades that works at getting all students involved with the
community around us for meaningful service experiences.
Gifted faculty :
We have teachers from across the country and different nationalities with
tremendous experience in International education. Most of our teachers hold
advanced degrees and many others will be working towards additional
qualifications.

Projects:
At SCAD World School, projects are designed to aid comprehensive
understanding in each student. Students will be encouraged and guided to
engage in extended research projects around agreed upon topics such as social
justice and world religions.
World windows :
The SCAD World School is working towards establishing partnerships with a few
specific schools from across the world, so as to enable our students to engage in
joint projects with their foreign counterparts; also giving them opportunities in to
getting an exposure to their cultures.
Role models:
Due to the available bank of Alumni who have passed out from the various arms of
our parent institution SCAD, our students will get ample opportunities to interact
with dynamic individuals who have made a name for themselves in Society.
Not just a school, a community :
A school is not just for students! An active Parent Participation programme
contributes to school life in many ways. The school will organize workshops,
trainings, and activities for parents to participate, on their own and also with their
children.

Curriculum
'Children's capacity and desire to learn is unlimited. The best way to help them
learn and grow is to continue to stimulate their incredible minds'

- Dawn

Rosenberg
KG – G8: An integrated curriculum from various curricula integral elements of
(IPC) International Primary Curriculum, (CIPP) Cambridge International
Primary Programme, (CIE) International Cambridge and (NCERT)
National Council For Educational Research And Training
G9 - G10: International Cambridge (IGCSE) and Indian (CBSE) CBSE Certifications
G11 - G12 : AICE, A Level and AS Level (IGCSE) and the IB Diploma Programme

Scad Learner Profile
Learning through Enterprise and Service
SCAD World School students are encouraged to be enterprising and respond to
creatively to our changing world.

They aim high and achieve well because

they create opportunities for themselves and others. They are internationally
minded because they are culturally confident. They aspire to develop the inner
resources and skills they need to make the best of the present and the future. They
are supported by a community who share and model this philosophy of lifelong
learning; this makes deep learning happen inside and outside the classroom.

Learning Environment
CLASSROOMS
Each classroom at SCAD World School is air conditioned and has a minimum area
of 200 square feet. Keeping our learners in mind, every classroom is innovatively
and thoughtfully designed with the latest technological aids.
Classrooms are equipped with projectors, e-boards and computers. Each
classroom is designed to have maximum student strength of 20.

Library
The School Library at SCAD World School is meant to be much more than just a
library. It is meant to serve as an entire world of discovery and wonderment; a
place where our young students will learn the importance of books in their
academic development.
One of the outcomes of their regular visits to the library would be their gradual
understanding of the joy and inspiration books can bring throughout their lives.
The library is meant to play an integral part in the delivery of the curricular
programme. It is meant to provide supporting material for learning in the
classrooms, and help teach skills required by the students to become literate,
informed and able to face the world.
The library is meant to serve the students and the faculty with its vast collection of
print and non-print materials. Students would mandatorily visit the library once
each week along with their class and will also be free to visit library individually to
research or browse. In addition, several library events would be organized each
year, offering a wide variety of activities to inculcate the spirit of inquiry along with
a love for books in each student.
The library facility is also meant to function as a media centre for the school and as
a printing center for the secondary students. Subscriptions to online libraries and
databanks would be maintained by the Library and the IT Department and would
be accessible to the students and teachers. All Audio Visual material (software and
hardware) for the school, would be accessible from the Library. The Teacher's
Resource area in the Library will have an up-to-date collection of professional
books, periodicals, and catalogues from experts in the field of education from
around the world.

Auditorium
The Auditorium, or the MPH (Multi Purpose Hall) with a seating capacity of 1500,
will be more than just a space for getting together to perform shows or functions
and is meant to serve as the veritable soul of the institution. A space where
students catch up with their friends in the break time, have arcane arguments,
intellectual debates or just plain exchange of enjoyable banter. This venue will act
as the area for students to have sessions of Drop Everything And Read or just get
together and jam.

Faculty
The SCAD Wrld School's greatest asset are its teaching staff! We have teachers
from across the country and different nationalities with tremendous experience in
international education. Most of our teachers hold advanced degrees and many
others shall work towards additional qualifications.
Above all, our teachers love working with children and helping them to grow and
develop the attributes of the learning to which we subscribe. We seek to inspire
students and to provide them with the academic and social skills that will enable
them to fulfill their human potential as responsible global citizens. The School has
a staff student ratio of 1:10.

Sports at SCAD World School
Our approach to sport at SCAD World School is in line with our core belief of
excellence in all spheres and that every pupil has the ability to achieve something
incredible beyond the classroom.

The main objective of the sports programme, therefore, would be to identify and
develop a skill in every pupil, because achievement in one area so often proves to
be the key to success in school life as a whole.

All students would participate in physical education classes, an integral part of the
curriculum, and will revolve around guidelines on healthy lifestyles, exercise and
sensible diet.

SCAD World School will initiate a comprehensive sports programme and have
multiple teams at the high school and middle school level. Our student-athletes
will compete, against local area schools in Tirupur, Coimbatore and other
international schools throughout India, and even internationally.

We are initiating the process of obtaining membership of the International
Schools Sports Association (ISSA) and will compete annually in season-ending
tournaments in the sports of volleyball, basketball, athletics, cricket, and tennis,
and indoor games like carom, billiards, snooker, table tennis, and roller skating.

Active learning at

SCAD World School

Active learning is a model of instruction that focuses the responsibility of learning
on learners thus making them lifelong learners.
Active learners work collaboratively, discuss materials while role-playing, debate,
engage in case study, take part in cooperative learning, or produce short written
exercises, etc.
Some examples of "active learning" activities include:
·

Class discussions

·

Think-pair-share activities

·

Collaborative learning groups

·

Student debates

DEMOCRACY & DISCIPLINE
At SCAD World School we believe in creating an open environment for students to
grow and evolve in.
Discipline, while necessary, is on the basis of self-realization rather than outside
imposition. While every effort is focused on creating an unfettered environment,
students are continuously taught to be aware that actions have consequences
and freedom always comes with responsibility.

Centre For Life & Creative Skills
'Don't judge each day by the harvest you reap but by the seeds that you plant.'Robert Louis Stevenson
SCAD World School has a specifically designed Centre For Life & Creative
Skills, where we offer skill and career oriented learning and workshops in the
following areas:

Personal grooming
Photography & Film Making
Knitting & Embriodery
Communication & Social Skills
Entrepreneurship
First Aid
Robotics
Fashion & textile designing
Farming & Horticulture
Culinary Skills

International Trips
‘The world is a book and those who do not travel read only one page'
St. Augustine
With a view to expanding the horizons of our learners, exciting and inspiring
educational trips and exchange (study) programmes will be planned across the
country and the world..
As mentioned before, the SCAD World School is working towards establishing
partnerships with a few specific schools from across the world, so as to enable our
students to engage in joint projects with their foreign counterparts; also giving
them opportunities in to getting an exposure to their cultures.

The Hostels
Sending children to a boarding school is one of the hardest decisions for parents
to make. After all, who else can understand and care for them like you do? And
what about the insecurity they may feel leaving home and all that is familiar?
Your worries are natural, but once you visit our school. and experience the unique
environment that is protective and attentive like home and, at the same time,
gives them space to grow, you'll know you've made the right choice.
The world class learning facilities, the delicious and healthy multi cuisine meals,
the sylvan surroundings, the cozy rooms and friendly staff will leave your child in
no doubt about how much his or her happiness matters to you
As a boarding school, a wonderful sense of connection between the students and
faculty is remarkably apparent. A close-knit atmosphere, combined with the
international flavour of students from different countries, makes the school a truly
unique learning environment. Personal care and attention is provided to each and
every boarder to create a home away from home.
Nutrition
Meal plans are drawn up in consultation with a nutritionist to ensure a healthy,
well balanced diet. A wide choice of Indian and Continental cuisine is on offer.
Meal times are fun where students get together and have their food under the
observant eyes of their mentors. There is a water treatment plant to provide clean
and safe drinking water throughout the campus.
HEALTH
The daily schedule includes meditation, fitness, leisure and stimulating activities
to ensure the wellness of the students.
The campus has a nurse round the clock and a doctor on call to provide 24 hour
first aid and care.

Other Amenities
·

Phone and Internet facilities are provided to enable effective
communication between students and parents

·

Television will be available for leisure viewing at allocated times

·

Laundry services, including washing, drying and pressing in sanitized
conditions, are extended to the students and members of staff

·

Reverse Osmosis Plant provides safe drinking water to the entire campus

·

The campus provides a 24 hour uninterrupted power supply

·

Safety and security is of paramount concern and the campus has round the
clock security personnel and CCTV, without breaching privacy

Admission process
The Following Process is to be followed by Parents seeking admission for their
children at SCAD World School:
·

Contact the Students' Officer at

the School phone numbers for a

counseling session with the Admissions Office/ Principal
·

Complete the Application for Admission and submit at the Admissions
office. Submission of the Application for Admission will be considered as a
registration .

·

Contact the School Admission office for Admission Interview date and
time

·

Check the Admission Display List on the dates given by the Admissions
office

·

Contact the Accounts office for payment of fees
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A LEADING
EDUCATIONAL GROUP

FRANCIS XAVIER ENGINEERING COLLEGE, TIRUNELVELI
NATIONALLY ACCREDITED (NBA)

SCAD COLLEGE OF ENGG. & TECHNOLOGY, TIRUNELVELI
ST. MOTHER THERESA ENGG. COLLEGE, THOOTHUKUDI
SCAD INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, PALLADAM, TIRUPPUR
SCAD POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE, TIRUNELVELI
NATIONALLY ACCREDITED (NBA)
FX POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE, TIRUNELVELI
SCAD COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, TIRUNELVELI
SCAD TEACHER TRAINING INSTITUTE, TIRUNELVELI
SCAD INSTITUTE OF SPECIAL TEACHER TRAINING, TIRUNELVELI
SCAD ITI, TIRUNELVELI

SCAD ITI, THOOTHUKUDI

SCAD WORLD SCHOOL (IGCSE, CBSE), PALLADAM, TIRUPPUR
SCAD WORLD SCHOOL (CBSE), CHENGALPATTU, CHENNAI
ST. XAVIER'S MATRIC HR. SEC. SCHOOL, TIRUNELVELI
FRANCIS XAVIER SCHOOL (CBSE), TIRUNELVELI
GOOD SHEPHERD MODEL SCHOOL (CBSE), THOOTHUKUDI
ICAR KRISHI VIGYAN KENDRA - SCAD, THOOTHUKUDI
SCAD MEDICAL CENTRE, PONNAKUDI, TIRUNELVELI

COIMBATORE, INDIA

SCAD Knowledge City, Palladam,
Trippur, Tamil Nadu, INDIA
Phone : +91 8012551468, 8012551461
E-mail : info@scadworldschool.com
Visit : www.scadworldschool.com

